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Every week is a busy one at St Martin’s Garden Primary School,
so we thought we’d
take the opportunity to share with you some of the exciting things which have been
going on inside and outside of the classroom in each class.
Plum Class (Reception)
We’ve had a very busy week both at school and for those of you doing your remote learning. Our new
Learning Enquiry started with the story ‘My Granny went to Market’ by Stella Blackstone and
Christopher Corr. This week the children have made passports, found England and other countries on a
map and made a magic carpet to travel on.
In phonics we have learnt two new sounds (igh, ow) and two tricky words (you, they). We have been working
hard on writing our own name using a name tag or from memory. We have been developing our fine motor
skills using tracing patterns, colouring and our new programme Pegs to Paper. In maths, we have looked at
different coins, have been recognisng numbers, identifying 2D shapes and counting forwards and back. Well
done to the children who have engaged so well with their online learning.

Lemon Class (Year 1)

Oak Class (Year 2 & 3)

This week in Lemon Tree we have been
working on our reading comprehension and
writing. We have been using adjectives in
character descriptions and learning all about
nouns. In maths we have practiced our place
value, number bonds, subtraction and
completed some challenge cards! We have
began learning about The Great Fire of
London this week and have completed a quiz
and a timeline! In science we have learnt
about different animal groups, starting with
Mammals and Amphibians. We have
also been completing Joe Wicks’
workouts and GoNoodle dances.

This week in Oak Tree Class we have had a fun week
beginning to find out about Ancient Egypt. We began
to learn about Cleopatra and have been set some
facts to try to find out about her life! We started to
design a Pharaoh’s Headdress and an Egyptian neck
collar.
This week we have been reading some Traditional
Tales and have looked for repeating sentences and
phrases in the stories; thing we hear over and over
again. We have been learning how to use exclamations
and looked for them in the story of ‘Little Red Riding
Hood.’
In Maths we are continuing to learn our coin names
and how to count amounts of money using pounds and
pence.
In Science this week, we have been thinking about
how we know things are alive and sorting living things
and objects that have never been alive.

Bronze Class

Silver Class

We have had an exciting two weeks of
learning so far. Some of us have had a go on balancing bikes in PE and we have learnt about lots of
different sounds reading the ‘Sound Collector’
poem by Roger McGough . We discussed what
sounds we may hear around the home and how we
would describe them using onomatopoeia such as
‘tick– tock’. We enjoyed playing sound lotto. In
maths, we have tried hard to embed our knowledge
of number bonds. We have enjoyed the start of our
enquiry ‘Around the World’ focussing on the story
‘My Granny Went to Market’ by Stella Blackstone
and Christopher Corr. Our journey has started in
the artic. We have enjoyed looking at the different
animals that live there.

Well done Silver Class for a great start to the
new term. We have started our new enquiry
about ‘Where is London and why do we remember the Great Fire of London?’
On Monday we had a London launch day and
looked at a map of the UK. We found famous
London landmarks.
We love our whole class London bus that we
painted red, our junk model Big Ben and our
spinning London Eye!

Gold Class
Gold class have had a fantastic week. We launched our topic of Ancient Egypt on
Monday, where we located Egypt on a map and discussed what we know, played an
ancient Egyptian game called Mehen, and designed Egyptian masks. In geography we looked
at climates and biomes around the world and compared those of the UK and Egypt. We have
planned and designed a shaduf in DT, which we will begin making next week. We have been
exploring African traditional tales in English, and in science we are investigating how plants
absorb water. Well done Gold class!
Pine Class (Year 3 & 4)
Well done Pine Class for a fantastic start to
your learning this term. In English this
week we started our new book of ‘Jemmy
Button’ by Jennifer Uman and Valerio
Vidali. I’ve been really impressed by the
children’s predictions of what might come
next as well as their use of fronted
adverbials. In Maths we started a new topic
of money, which included counting and
converting. In Learning Enquiry this week
we had a virtual visit from both Cleopatra
and Tutankhamun. Well done those
who researched the questions they
asked. In Science this week we also
started a new topic of food and
nutrition. I look forward to seeing
more fabulous work next week!

Aspen Class (Year 4 & 5)
A great start to Term 3, well done Aspen
class. In English, we have thought about
what it is like to be in a boat on the sea. We
have used this rich, descriptive language to write poems called, ‘The Rhythm of the Sea’ inspired by Michael Rosen’s poem, ‘The Rhythm of Life’.
We have really enjoyed our comprehension text
about guide dogs and considered how they assist
blind and partially-sighted people.
In Maths, we have been applying our addition and
subtraction skills through solving money problems.
During Learning Enquiry, we have been investigating
the physical features of Egypt. We were amazed by
Crystal Mountain and discovered that most of Egypt is
covered by desert. We have started to create a 3D
map of Egypt and enjoyed making the River Nile .
We are really enjoying keeping fit with Joe Wicks.

Willow Class (Year 5 & 6) A great start to term 3! There has been some awesome
learning achieved both at home and in school, well done everyone for carrying on
throughout these difficult times. This week we have begun our new Learning Enquiry into
Ancient Egypt by asking the big questions ‘Where is Egypt located?’ and ‘Why is The River
Nile so important?’. We thought about key words ‘delta’ and ‘floodplain’ to help explain
this and located Egypt on a map. In Maths we are looking at decimal numbers.
In English we have been looking at narrative writing both in school and at
home. We enjoyed P.E. with Joe Wicks again and had a great online cricket
lesson. Reading comprehension this week has been about a missing cat and
daily arithmetic practise will secure those important Maths operations.

Platinum Class
We have had a great start to the term in Platinum. We started our English lessons with a
focus on poetry and the children produced and presented a variety of poems inspired by
‘The Sound Collector’ by Roger McGough. This week we have moved on to a new book,
‘Into The Forest’ by Anthony Browne, which should inspire some fabulous creative writing in
the coming weeks. The children enjoyed the launch day of our ‘Were the Egyptian’s
Awesome?’ Learning Enquiry— we have already located Egypt and its neighbours
and landmarks on a map and learnt about the hieroglyphics used for their number
and writing system. We have also had a couple of wellbeing craft afternoons to
ease us back into the school term!

A positive difference, everyday, everyone

